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So, one of my favorite kinds of sand is Jurassic Sand. And, this is the premium 
sand that you can get. It’s really the most expensive, but it’s also going to last you 
the longest because it’s actually made from rocks, and it’s gotten from the desert 
from Jerry who owns the company. He’s a geologist out of Utah. So, he gets all 
these different kinds of substances, and like grinds them up, and makes them into 
awesome sand for us. So, I want to show you just a few of my favorites. You can 
go in the website, look and see what you like best, because, again, there’s all kinds 
of stuff. But, all these are antimicrobial, so again, they don’t catch germs as much, 
which is way beneficial for us who work with little ones quite often and don’t have 
to clean the sand all the time. 

So, again, we have, I’m going to show you the first is StarDust. And this is actually 
recycled glass. And my kids like to call this Diamond Sand, and you can see that it 
is very sparkly, and it has really a different feel to it than traditional sand. So, it’s 
one of the premium sands, so it may cost you a little bit more, but it’s really worth 
it if you fall in love with this sand, which I do. Now, the only drawback to this sand 
is that it doesn’t hold the miniatures as well as some of the traditional sand, so the 
kids may have difficulty standing it up in the sand, but it’s not usually that big of a 
deal. 

OK. So, next here that you can see, is this is the Mojave Desert sand. It is one of 
the more traditional sands that they do offer. And, again, it’s super soft, 
antimicrobial. A lot of the adults like it because they like just the beige, plain kind 
of sand. 

OK. So, then, we’re going to go around here. This is the RiverBed sand. It is from 
Jurassic Sand as well. It is more, like the grains are bigger. It’s more like rocks. 
Now just a word to the wise. If you choose to put this in your sand tray room, 
which again, is completely fine. Whatever you put it next to, it’s probably going to 
get mixed in with. So, for me, I had the StarDust next to this RiverBed. So now I 
have StarDust with little bit of brown granules in it. So, just be aware of that. 



  

Next, this is one of the newest kinds of sands that Jerry has created. It is actually 
made of garnet. But, it’s larger, again, grains, so it kind of feel like rocks.  And, 
you can get either the large or the small garnet sand, which, again, my kids love 
because it’s kind of a pink, purply. Just know that if you get the garnet, you’re 
going to need to order more than what you would traditionally for the other sand, 
just because of the way that it weighs. Just FYI. 

Lastly here, this is the Quick Sand. And, it’s super super soft. Again, a lot of my 
kids like it. It’s kind of even seems more of an orangy. Kids and adults like this as 
well. And, again, it’s got a lot different, softer feel to it. So, I like to provide at least 
a couple of different kind of options, for my adults and kids, just because some of 
them have sensory issues, and so, some of them may really respond to one type of 
sand and not the other. But again, if you don’t, it’s not that big of a deal. It’s not 
going to make or break your sessions at all. So, again, I really recommend, if 
you’re looking for the best of the best, to check out Jurassic Sand and again, use 
our discount code.


